MODERN GARDEN ROSES pdf
1: Rose Flower - Varieties and Types of Roses - TheFlowerExpert
Modern garden roses are all roses that were introduced since year All roses before that, are classified as Old Roses.
Below is a list of the many subgroups of modern roses that were created after

A lovely old Centifolia rose. Paul Zimmerman Roses Shailers Provence. To history it is a rose being of a class
in existence before the year La France is considered to the be the first Hybrid Tea. The hybridizer was Guillot
and what marked La France as being different from other roses was the high centered blossom we associate
with Hybrid Teas of today. The name Hybrid Tea in fact comes from a wedding of the classes of the parents of
La France. A Hybrid Perpetual and a Tea rose. The rose breeder Paul Barden comes to mind. Class of roses
also brings us to the other part of the definition of Old Garden Roses. To put it plainly, Old Garden Roses are
not a class of roses but rather a group of classes that fit one definition. That definition is the class was in
existence before They are only talking of the classes of roses that make up the group Old Garden Roses. What
are the classes of roses that make up Old Garden Roses? There are a lot but generally they fall into two
subclasses; I use the terms Antique and Old Roses. Old Roses are those found in Europe before the very late s
and Antique Roses are those who can trace part of their ancestry back to R. Chinensis The China Rose which
was the first true repeat blooming rose known to the Western World and was not introduced to Europe until
around While this sounds confusing and technical, there is another way to separate Antique and Old Roses.
Old roses for the most part do not repeat bloom and Antique Roses for the most part do. Because of the
influence of R. Chinensis into breeding programs. With this repeat blooming ability roses forever changed,
Antique Roses were born and later all of our Modern Roses. With all of this in mind here are the classes that
make up the group Old Garden Roses.
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2: Modern garden roses ( edition) | Open Library
In the old garden rose types, climbing and rambling were simply their natural habit - some old garden roses grew taller
than others - but in the modern rose types, climbing and rambling are the results of spontaneous'mutations'. eg.

Julia Child is an old-fashioned Floribunda rose with a sweet licorice scent. Rose care is easier than you
thinkâ€”anyone can grow them successfully. Plant your roses in a sunny location with good drainage. Fertilize
them regularly for impressive flowers. Water them evenly to keep the soil moist. Prune established rose
bushes in early spring. And watch for diseases like powdery mildew or black spot. To help gardeners who may
not have grown roses before, Bedard shares some of his expert tips for successfully growing the queens of the
flower garden. Follow these ten essential rules to grow your own beautiful roses: Know your roots You can
purchase roses already potted in soil or as dormant bare-root plants. Each type has its benefits. They can also
be purchased at local nurseries throughout the growing season, allowing you to plant them when climate
conditions are ideal. Bare-root roses, which arrive dormant, offer the widest selection of varieties, but also
require more TLC in the months after planting. Weeks Roses One of the biggest advantages of bare-root roses
is the greater selection of varieties available. Unlike container roses, however, bare-root plants need to have
their roots soaked overnight in water before going in the ground, and the roots must be kept moist the first few
months after planting. While it may be tempting to fill your rose garden with a wide assortment, you are likely
to end up with a disorderly array and too many plants for the space. See our Tips for Buying the Perfect Rose.
Limiting the number of rose varieties you grow will help you avoid creating a disorderly and mismatched
array. Find the right site For the best show of flowers and the healthiest plants, rose bushes should receive six
to eight hours of sunlight daily. In especially hot climates, roses do best when they are protected from the hot
afternoon sun. In cold climates, planting a rose bush next to a south- or west-facing fence or wall can help
minimize winter freeze damage. Roses also thrive when planted in well-drained soil that is rich in organic
matter. In heavy clay soil, mix in compost, peat moss, and other organic matter to improve drainage. Time it
right The best time to plant roses is in the spring, after the last frost, or in the fall at least six weeks before the
average first frost in your area. This gives the roots enough time to burrow into the soil before the plants go
dormant over the winter. Bare-root roses are typically available only in early spring and should be planted
soon after you bring them home. Roses growing in containers give you more flexibility in planting time and
can go into the ground whenever climate conditions are agreeable. Dig deep The size of the hole in which you
plant your roses is one of the key factors to getting them off to a good start. If you are planting several rose
bushes together, space them at least 3 feet apart to give the plant ample growing room as it matures. When
planting roses, dig a deep, wide hole that allows for proper drainage and leaves room for root growth. Mix a
generous amount of garden compost, peat moss, or other organic matter with the soil that was removed from
the planting hole. Use some of this mixture at the bottom of the planting hole and place the rose bush in the
hole. Fill the hole partially with the soil mixture and add a slow-release fertilizer. Water thoroughly, and then
finish filling the hole with the remaining soil. Water again, then mound loose soil around the canes to protect
the rose while it acclimates to its new site. Feed often To produce an impressive show of flowers, a rose bush
needs to be fertilized regularly. Organic methods provide a slow, steady supply of nutrients. Monthly
applications of compost, composted manure, and other organic and natural fertilizers, such as this organic fish
emulsion , work well. Organic amendments also help to encourage beneficial soil microbes and a
well-balanced soil pH. Whatever type of fertilizer you use, be sure to follow the product label for quantity and
frequency of application. Water wisely Roses do best when soil moisture is kept uniform throughout the
growing season. The amount and frequency of watering will depend on your soil type and climate. Roses
growing in sandy soils will need more watering than those in heavier clay soils. Hot, dry, and windy
conditions will also parch roses quickly. How you water is as important as the frequency. Using a soaker hose
is recommend so you deliver water directly to the roots and avoid the leaves. A good pair of bypass pruners
not anvil style and rose pruning gloves can make the job even easier. If you live in a climate with a dormant
season, the best time to do a hard pruning is in early spring, around March or April. However, you can lightly
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prune your roses all season long to keep them well-groomed. For step-by-step pruning instructions, see
Pruning Roses. The only other pruning needed for most varieties of reblooming roses is deadheading to
encourage reblooming throughout the season. Just cut back below the first five-leaflet stem to promote
regrowth. Keep them healthy The best way to prevent rose diseases is to choose disease-resistant varieties.
These roses are bred and selected to resist the most common rose afflictions, including powdery mildew and
black spot. Powdery mildew typically appears during the summer, especially when the days are hot and dry
and the nights are cool and wet. The tell-tale signs include leaves that curl and twist and the development of a
white, powdery down on the leaves. To avoid powdery mildew, water plants at ground level in the morning,
since wet leaves, especially overnight, provide the perfect growing environment. Pruning a rose bush to allow
air to circulate through the foliage also helps prevent this powdery growth. This rose leaf has been damaged by
downy mildew. Black spot is a waterborne fungal disease that appears as circular black or brown spots on the
top side of leaves, starting toward the bottom of a bush and working its way up, eventually causing
defoliation. Prevent this disease the same way you prevent powdery mildew, by improving air circulation
through the plant and watering at ground level. A simple mixture of baking soda and horticultural oil can help
fight the spread of black spot, or use an organic 3-in-1 fungicide, like this one. Also see Rose Woes: Pesky
insects that like to feed on rose bushes include aphids, spider mites, and sawflies. Most of these pests can be
controlled with neem oil or insecticidal soap. In the case of aphids, a blast of water from a hose in the morning
is often the only treatment necessary. For the most part, roses are tough and resilient and will thrive with
minimal pampering. Show them off Of course, one of the greatest pleasures of planting garden roses is the
harvest. Roses have long been prized for their beautiful and fragrant cut flowers, but no roses are lovelier than
those gathered fresh from your own garden. Here are a few rules of thumb for preserving your cut roses as
long as possible: Roses will last the longest when they are cut immediately after the bud stage, when the petals
are starting to open. Use hand pruners or garden scissors with sharp blades to cut the stems without damaging
their water uptake channels. Recut the rose stems right before putting them in a vase to eliminate any air
bubbles that will prevent them from taking in water. Strip off any lower leaves that fall below the water line to
avoid rot and bacterial growth. Above the water line, leave as much foliage as possible, which will help to
draw up water. Change the water frequently â€” daily if possible â€” to remove any bacteria. Also recut the
flower stems every few days to improve water absorption.
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3: Madeira Rose Garden-English: Modern Garden Roses
In general, however, roses are placed in one of three main groups: Wild, Old Garden, and Modern Garden roses. The
latter two groups are usually subdivided further according to hybrid lineage, although due to the complex ancestry of
most rose hybrids, such distinctions can be imprecise.

Buy From OurStores History Of Roses From the earliest times, indeed throughout the history of civilization,
people from around the world have held the rose close to their hearts. The earliest known gardening was the
planting of roses along the most travelled routes of early nomadic humans. Earliest roses are known to have
flourished 35 million-years ago and hips have been found in Europe and petrified rose wreaths have been
unearthed from ancient Egyptian tombs. Cleopatra had her living quarters filled with the petals of roses so that
when Marc Antony met her, he would long remember her for such opulence and be reminded of her every
time he smelt a rose. Her scheme worked for him. Such is the power of roses. Not only in Christian literature,
also in ancient Confucian and Buddhist religious documents we find references to the rose. The Romans
cultivated this great beauty and named it Rosa Gallica. Newly married couples were often crowned with roses.
Roman high society women used petals much like currency believing that they could banish wrinkles if used
in poultices. Rose petals were often dropped in wine because it was thought that the essence of rose would
stave off drunkenness and victorious armies would return to be showered with rose petals from the civilians
that crowded the balconies above the streets. The earliest example was discovered in Crete around B. The
apothecary rose, R. Gallica Officinalis, first recorded in the 13th century, was the foundation of a large
industry near the city of Provins, France. Turned into jellies, powders and oils, this rose was believed to cure a
multitude of illnesses. Edward IV, of York, replaced Henry as king. Later, Henry again became king, but lost
his crown once more to Edward after the battle of Tewkesbury in Henry Tudor married into the House of
York. This personal union ended the conflict, and a new famous dynasty, the Tudors, emerged. The War of the
Roses was a civil war in England that lasted from The House of York adopted a white rose R. Roses in
Modern Period The era of modern roses was established with the introduction of the first hybrid tea rose, "La
France" by the French breeder, Guillot in This variety was considered unique for a number of important
horticultural reasons- 1 Hybrid tea rose possessed the general habit of a hybrid perpetual rose. By the late 20th
century, more than 10, hybrid tea roses were bred with great success. The renewed interest in the garden rose
came with the 19th century empress - Josephine, wife of Napoleon Bonaparte. Some Legends on Roses In
Greek mythology, Aphrodite, Goddess of Love, is said to have created the rose which arose from her tears and
the blood of her lover Adonis. The Romans, turning Aphrodite into their goddess Venus, also adopted the
rose: Roman dining room ceilings were decorated with roses, reminding guests to keep secret what had been
said during dinner. Sub Rosa, under the rose, up to this day means "confidentially". Today, it continues to
bloom on the wall of the Hildesheim Cathedral in Germany. It was believed to be the sting of the arrows that
caused the roses to grow thorns. When Venus walked through the garden and pricked her foot on a thorn, it
was the droplets of her blood which turned the roses red. Legend has it that during the Roman Empire there
was an incredibly beautiful maiden named Rhodanthe. Her beauty drew many suitors who pursued her
relentlessly. Exhausted by their pursuit, Rhodanthe was forced to take refuge in the temple of her friend Diana.
Unfortunately, Diana was of a jealous nature and when the suitors broke down her temple gates to get near the
beloved Rhodanthe, she became furious. Enraged, Diana turned Rhodanthe into a rose and her suitors into
thorns. In an Arabic legend, all roses were originally white until one night when the nightingale met a
beautiful white rose and fell in love. At this stage nightingales were not known for their melodious song they
merely croaked and chirped like any other bird. Eventually his love was such that he pressed himself to the
flower and the thorns pierced his heart, colouring the rose red forever.
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4: Modern Garden Roses
Modern Garden Roses This type began with the hybrid tea introduction. The hybrid tea was widely accepted because it
bloomed more than one time during the season.

Genus Rosa The rose has been a symbol of love, beauty, even war and politics from way back in time. The
variety, color and even number of Roses carry symbolic meanings. The Rose is most popularly known as the
flower of love, particularly Red Rose. Roses have been the most popular choice of flowers for the purpose of
gifting across the world. They also act as a great addition to home and office decor. A bunch of roses or even a
single rose works wonders aesthetically and considerably enlivens a place. Besides fresh cut roses , artificial
flowers like silk roses in different colors are also widely used as decoration. Historically , the oldest Rose
fossils have been found in Colorado, dating back to more than 35 million years ago. Roses were considered
the most sacred flowers in ancient Egypt and were used as offerings for the Goddess Isis. Roses have also
been found in Egyptian tombs, where they were formed into funeral wreaths. The English were already
cultivating and hybridizing Roses in the 15th Century when the English War of Roses took place. While no
Black Rose yet exists, there are some of such a deep Red color as to suggest Black. Roses are universal and
grown across the world. Zambia, a small nation, had 80 per cent of its cultivated land under Roses. Species
Roses often have relatively simple, 5-petaled flowers followed by very colorful hips that last well into the
winter, providing food for birds and winter color. The most popular Rose species for sale today is Rosa rugosa
owing to its superior hardiness, disease resistance, and extremely easy maintenance. Species roses are widely
hybridized. Wild Species Roses include many different varieties. Wild Species Roses usually bloom once in
the summer. Old Garden Roses Old Garden Roses have a delicate beauty and wonderful perfume, not often
found in modern hybrid tea roses. Old Garden Roses are a diverse group from the those with a wonderful
fragrance and great winter hardiness to the tender and lovely tea roses, which are best suited for warm
climates. Old Garden Roses comprise a multifaceted group that in general are easy to grow, disease-resistant
and winter-hardy. Old Garden Roses grow in several shrub and vine sizes. Although colors do vary, this class
of Roses are usually white or pastel in color. These "antique Roses" are generally preferred for lawns and
home gardens. Old Garden Roses are the predecessors of Modern Roses. This group of Roses are very
popular. The Modern Rose is the result of crossbreeding the hybrid tea with the polyanthus a variety of
primrose. The colors of Modern Roses are varied, rich and vibrant. Although Modern Roses are adored by
florists and gardeners, they do require proper care, and do not adapt well to colder environments. Most Rose
varieties are grown by budding on an understock lower portion of a plant propagated from seeds or cuttings.
Order rose seeds online and let your garden be filled with the marvellous color and fragrance of roses. Clay
soils, warm temperatures are always preferred, and the rose plants grow best when not set among other plants.
Cow manure is the preferred fertilizer for Rose cultivation, but other organic fertilizers, especially composts,
are also used. Rose plants usually require severe pruning, which must be adapted to the intended use of the
flowers. Trim off all broken and bruised roots on the Rose plant, cut top growth back to 6 to 8 inches. Dig
planting holes at least 6 inches deeper to accommodate the roots of the Rose plant without crowding or
bending. Mix 1 tablespoonful of fertilizer with the soil placed over the drainage material. Cover this mixture
with plain soil, bringing the level to desired planting depth. Make a mound in the center to receive the Rose
plant. Set Rose plant roots over this mound, spread the roots, and fill in with soil. Firm the soil tightly 2 or 3
times while filling the hole. It is extremely easy to buy rose plants online if you do not wish to go to the
trouble of actually planting one. They usually come with a care manual and some plant food. An already
flowering plant in a lovely container also makes a great gift item. The blooms stay longer and after they fade
there is always the next flowering, thus providing the receiver with a lasting and beautiful gift. Rose Plant
Care When watering Roses, soak the soil to a depth of 6 to 8 inches, do not merely sprinkle. When it comes to
fertilizing your roses, Provide a balanced diet to your roses. See what your plant is deficient in and try to
include them in the fertilizer. Timing is also an important part to maximize the benefit of your fertilizer so that
the nutrients are available to the plant when it needs it most during the active growing and blooming stage.
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Order your rose fertilizer now to enhance the vigor of blooming in your roses. Mulching during the summer
will eliminate weeds amonf Rose plants. Mulches should be applied 2 or 3 weeks before the Roses come into
bloom. Winter mulching with straw, peat moss, or other material is advisable. This mulch regulates the soil
temperature and tempers the effects of freezing and thawing on thr Roses. Pull soil up around each Rose plant
to a height of about 6 inches after the first frost.
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5: Garden roses - Wikipedia
Roses introduced after (some authors say ) are considered Modern Roses. Floribundas Floribunda roses are
characterized by a abundant flower production in large clusters.

No other plant can compare to the rose for its long bloom time, extensive range of colors and sizes and
exquisite fragrances. Roses come in every size, shape and color and there is always a perfect variety for every
situation. Now, there are great new roses that look beautiful, bloom prolifically, smell wonderful, are disease
resistant AND low maintenance. Designing your landscape with roses will give you a continuity of bloom and
beauty for formal, semi-formal and informal settings. There are even ideal varieties for planting in containers,
using for a ground cover or as a hedge. Whether your needs are for residential or commercial properties, the
vast array of roses will definitely provide one that is appropriate. Although a true rose classification system
can be extensive, here is one that will give you a general understanding of the types and their uses. Modern
Garden Roses This type began with the hybrid tea introduction. The hybrid tea was widely accepted because it
bloomed more than one time during the season. The hybrid tea goes through "flushes", re-blooming every
weeks through the growing season. Shrub roses - varieties range from 3 feet to 10 feet high, most are usually
taller than most rose "bushes" and make great specimen plants in the landscape. Many bloom continuously
from late spring until first frost. This group is broken down even further. Ground cover roses - these are ideal
for covering larger areas of ground, slopes or banks for masses of color or for the front of the perennial border.
Bush roses - usually known as "hybrid tea" roses, the bush roses are ideal for cultivation in groups and popular
in "formal" rose gardens. They usually produce one flower per stem and are the type that we know as
"long-stemmed" roses. Many of the hybrid teas are the type that do require more care and maintenance.
Floribunda roses - a bush rose with a mass of flowers in clusters on each stem, ideal in the landscape and
perennial border - very showy and free flowering. Polyantha roses - small double flowers born in large clusters
with leaves small than the Floribunda. Miniature roses - ideal for the front of the border or in pots, these have
miniature flowers, foliage and growth. Climbing roses - this group includes both climbers and rambler are
ideal for scrambling up trees, along fences or walls. The difference between a climber and a rambler is the
thickness of the canes - climbers are stiffer than the ramblers. Old Roses Roses have been grown for centuries
and these older types are known for their very heavy fragrance and romantic cupped shape. One flower will
fill an entire room with its perfume. Additionally, the old roses usually bloom just once during the season, like
tulips or peonies or many other perennial flowers. New category of roses: David Austin English Roses This
new class combines the heavy fragrance and cupped shape of old roses with the repeat blooming of the hybrid
tea. The English roses are magnificently beautiful and should be included in most every landscape. Seaside
Roses, called Rugosa roses love the sea air and salt spray and grow fantastically well in our beach areas. Do
you think roses are too hard to grow? Today, there are some varieties that are highly disease resistant and very
easy to grow. No regular spraying schedules of toxic pesticides and fungicides. Our plant experts will help you
plan, select, plant and care for your new rose plants that will provide years of pleasure.
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6: Modern garden roses : Harkness, Peter : Free Download, Borrow, and Streaming : Internet Archive
Another hardy rose that I learned about at Canada Blooms is set to launch in , but a new garden friend, Spencer Hauck
from Sheridan Nurseries (who will be distributing the roses), delivered an At LastÂ® rose right to my door. It promptly
went into my front garden where I had a perfect spot waiting.

All roses before that, are classified as Old Roses. Below is a list of the many subgroups of modern roses that
were created after The vast majority of garden roses sold today are modern rose varieties. The rose flowers of
modern roses usually start blooming in late spring, and repeat flower all summer long and into fall, many
times until the first frost date. The flowers are either single having 8 petals or fewer , semi-double petals ,
double 20 petals , or fully double over 30 petals. Modern roses flower forms come in many forms such as flat
and open, cupped, rounded, high-centered, urn-shaped, quartered-rosette and pompon. Often vigorous
climbing roses with prickly, arching stiff canes and dense, glossy, mid-to dark green foilage. They often bear
scented flowers in a variety of flower forms. Some bloom in spring or early summer only, on short shoots
from last years growth. Those are once-flowering climbers and should only be pruned after flowering in
summer. Never during the next spring. But many are repeat-flowering and flower on new wood. These
climbers should be pruned in early spring or late winter. Train climbers against a wall or fence. They are also
great for covering garden structures such as arbors, trellises fences etc. These modern roses have beautiful,
formal, high-centered blooms that looks like florist roses. Hybrid teas have a vase like shape and are
repeat-flowering. The large solitary flowers on each stem are usually very fragrant and bloom from early
summer well into fall. Hybrid teas are known for being excellent cut flowers for arrangements. The most
popular of the modern shrub roses is the Knockout rose. Shrub roses are a very diverse group of modern roses
which includes hybrids of species roses, hybrid musks, hybrid rugosas , hybrid kordesii and English roses.
These roses are bushy and have flowers that arrive in clusters. Most are repeat-flowering and flower on new
wood. They are ideal for beds and borders and even as hedges. Floribunda roses are everblooming,
free-branching rose bushes of upright or bushy habit. The flowers usually come in clusters on each stem. My
favorite floribunda rose is the Iceberg rose. It is available in white and brilliant pink and even in burgundy
colors. Iceberg roses are growing in most home gardens here in Los Angeles where I live. Floribundas flower
with abundance continously from early spring until late fall. Use them in borders or as short hedges, like in the
picture above. These modern garden roses are spreading and trailing shrub roses. Many bear flowers all along
the stems. They are ideal for banks, beds or containers, or for trailing over walls. They are repeat-flowering
mini shrub roses with very compact, short canes and leaves with very small leaves and flowers. Mini-flora
plants and their blooms are larger than miniatures, but smaller than the average floribunda. They also exhibit
the same variety of colors and flower forms as miniatures. Both are ideal for edging walkways and paths, or
for raised beds, rock gardens and patio containers.
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7: Morden Nurseries and Garden Center
Old Garden Roses, sometimes called heritage or historic roses, are a traditional class of roses bred before the arrival of
the hybrid tea rose in These roses are known for their strong fragrance, high petal count, bloom shape, disease
resistance, and ability to withstand the cold.

Modern garden roses follows on from Modern Rose Types. So after crossing Polyanthas with Hybrid Teas to
get Floribundas, the next obvious step was And they were called Grandifloras. The blooms may be simply one
on a stem, or in small clusters, and they are halfway between each parent in bloom size. They are nothing
compared to the Foribundas in numbers, but they are more vigorous than the Hybrid Teas. In the garden or as
cut clusters, they are perfect. They are larger than either Hybrid Teas or Floribundas, and feature Hybrid Tea
flowers borne in small clusters of three to five, similar to a Floribunda. A truly magnificent rose. All of the
beautiful Old Garden Roses had their miniature forms as well. But nowadays, due to modern breeding
techniques, we find a huge array of miniatures grown in a class of their own. The Gallicas, Centifolias, etc,
had miniature forms. These were only once-flowering as their parents were. Lucky for us, they come in the
full range of colours, shapes, and perfumes of their big cousins. This is where the patio comes in handy, or the
window sill. Great for a window box. A word of advice: Climbing and Rambling Garden Roses. Just as most
of the old garden roses come as miniatures, they also come in Climbers and Ramblers. These roses have stems
which are more flexible than the Shrub Roses. It is actually genetically identical except its canes are flexible
climbing. If we get lucky it can be bred into another variety of the original rose. Climbers and Ramblers are
usually classed together, but they are actually distinctly different. Each belongs to its own unique group.
However, the amazing Rambler New Dawn is a repeat-bloomer. Roses classed as shrubs tend to be robust and
rather informal which is why I like them best. They are tough and hardy and look great with companion plants
around them. Shrub Roses will delight you no matter where you put them. I had a lucky break which
introduced me not only to David Austin Roses, but better still, to English Roses and, to roses as a whole. To
own a David Austin rose is a privilege - to me, anyway. There has been so much hybridizing that it can make
your head swim quite bit if you get it all at once. He has his own unique rose types which are world-wide
favourites. David Austin wanted rose types which had the unique old-fashioned blooms, shape and fragrance,
but had the qualities of repeat-blooming and a huge colour range. Well, he has certainly achieved that. And he
is still at it, breeding award-winning roses time after time. They are called Romantica or Renaissance Roses
and they are very beautiful. The loveliest example of these gorgeous roses is Pierre de Ronsard.
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8: HARDY ROSES | Morden Nurseries and Garden Center
Modern Garden Roses (Classic Garden Plants) [Peter Harkness, Vincent Page] on www.enganchecubano.com *FREE*
shipping on qualifying offers. PP, Color Photos, Lineage Charts.

So, what exactly is a garden rose and what makes it different from a standard or regular rose? So, I turned to
FJ, our resident flower expert to get the lowdown on the different types of roses. It turns out that you can get
pretty detailed about this topic and dive deep into plant classifications, etc. Roses are from the family
Rosaceae â€” the same family as many fruit trees like cherries, apples, peaches and plums , berries
strawberries and raspberries , and even almonds. Drill down further to the genus remember that mnemonic
from high school biology: So where to go from there? There is no single definitive system of categorizing
roses, but most divide them into 3 main categories: Old Garden Roses Old Garden Roses sometimes called
heritage or historic roses are species that were popular before the 20th century. Most of these are characterized
by their hardiness able to withstand a cold winter and disease resistance. When you think about it, roses were
and still are grown to beautify gardens so you want a plant that will last! Old Garden Roses are also much
more fragrant than their modern counterparts and some also have dense layers of petals. The ruffled layers
also make them a popular stand-in for peonies when peonies are out of season. The downside of garden roses
is that they generally do not have the vase life of standard roses. Modern Roses These are the species that most
people imagine when they picture roses. These are roses that will continually bloom most Old Garden Roses
only bloom once per season. Breeding for this, larger bloom size and longer vase life have resulted in an
unfortunate side effect: Started in the s by British breeder, David Austin, he hybridized Old Garden Rose
varieties with modern ones with the intention of maintaining the fragrance and bloom shape of Old Garden
Roses, but getting repeat blooming, color variety and other good qualities of modern rose varieties. He
succeeded in his mission and the family business continues today with new English Rose varieties introduced
each year. These are often the garden roses you see in bridal bouquets. Supply plays a large part in driving this
difference. There are significantly fewer farms growing garden roses as there are fewer color and variety
options; and the plants tend to be less productive and are also more difficult to get commercially acceptable
quality roses when compared to standard roses. Add to this the more delicate nature of garden rose blooms and
shorter vase life and that makes it a more difficult flower to supply and hence a higher price. However, the
demand for garden roses is growing as evident in wedding magazines and blogs, so we may be seeing an
increase in farms that grow them which over time would help decrease prices! I hope you found this helpful
and now you can brag to your friends how knowledgeable you are about roses! If you have any questions for
us, leave a comment or send us an email info flowermuse. Ellie Sources used for this post read these if you
want to get an even more detailed education on roses!
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9: Buy Climbing Roses online at AGEL ROSEN Â» Modern Roses Â» Garden Roses (bare root Roses)
An overview of the modern garden rose, as distinct from old-fashioned and climbing roses. The author looks closely at
the past 40 years or so and traces the history of the best of the modern roses by colour groups.

The first Noisettes were small-blossomed, fairly winter-hardy climbers, but later infusions of Tea rose genes
created a Tea-Noisette subclass with larger flowers, smaller clusters, and considerably reduced winter
hardiness. The hybrid perpetuals thus were something of a miscellaneous, catch-all class derived to a great
extent from the bourbons but with admixtures of Chinas, teas, damasks, gallicas, and to a lesser extent
noisettes, albas, and even centifolias. The "perpetual" in the name suggests their remontancy, but many
varieties of this class only poorly exhibited the property; the tendency was for a massive vernal bloom
followed by either scattered summer flowering, a smaller autumnal burst, or sometimes no re-flowering in that
year. Due to a limited colour palette of white, pink, and red, and a lack of reliable remontancy, the hybrid
perpetuals were finally overshadowed by their descendants, the hybrid teas. The hybrid musk group was
mainly developed by Rev. Rosa multiflora, however, is known to be one parent, and Rosa moschata the musk
rose also figures in its heritage, though it is considered to be less important than the name would suggest.
Hybrid musks are disease-resistant, repeat flowering and generally cluster-flowered, with a strong,
characteristic "musk" scent. Derived from Rosa rugosa "Japanese Rose" , native to Japan and Korea and
introduced into the West circa the s, these vigorous roses are extremely hardy with excellent disease
resistance. Most are extremely fragrant, remontant, and produce moderately double, flat flowers. The defining
characteristic of a hybrid rugosa rose is its rugose, i. These roses often set large hips. Bermuda "Mystery"
roses[ edit ] This is a group of several dozen "found" roses grown in Bermuda for at least a century. The roses
have significant value and interest for those growing roses in tropical and semi-tropical regions, since they are
highly resistant to both nematode damage and the fungal diseases that plague rose culture in hot, humid areas.
Most of these roses are thought to be Old Garden Rose cultivars that have otherwise dropped out of
cultivation, or sports thereof. They are "mystery roses" because their "proper" historical names have been lost.
Tradition dictates that they are named after the owner of the garden where they were rediscovered. Those
classes with both climbing and shrub forms are often grouped together. Modern garden roses[ edit ]
Classification of modern roses can be quite confusing because many modern roses have old garden roses in
their ancestry and their form varies so much. The classifications tend to be by growth and flowering
characteristics. The following includes the most notable and popular classifications of Modern Garden Roses:
Hybrid teas exhibit traits midway between both parents: The flowers are well-formed with large, high-centred
buds, and each flowering stem typically terminates in a single shapely bloom. The shrubs tend to be stiffly
upright and sparsely foliaged, which today is often seen as a liability because it makes them more difficult to
place in the garden or landscape. Hybrid teas became the single most popular garden rose of the 20th century;
today, their reputation as high maintenance plants has led to a decline in popularity. The hybrid tea remains
the standard rose of the floral industry, however, and is still favoured in formal situations. Originally
considered a separate class, the Pernetianas or Hybrid Foetidas were officially merged into the Hybrid Teas in
The new colour range did much to increase hybrid tea popularity in the 20th century, but these colours came at
a price: Rosa foetida also passed on a tendency toward disease-susceptibility, scentless blooms, and an
intolerance of pruning to its descendants. Polyantha[ edit ] The name of this class literally means
"many-flowered", from the Greek "poly" "many" and "anthos" "flower". Originally derived from crosses
between two East Asian species, Rosa chinensis and Rosa multiflora , polyanthas first appeared in France in
the late 19th century alongside the hybrid teas. They are short plants, some compact and others spreading in
habit, producing tiny blooms 2. Their popularity derived from their prolific blooming: Polyantha roses are still
popular and regarded as low-maintenance, disease-resistant, garden roses. The class of roses denominated
"Multiflora Hybrids" are probably cognizable as polyanthas. Typical floribundas are stiff shrubs that are
smaller and bushier than the average hybrid tea, but less dense and sprawling than the average polyantha. The
flowers are often smaller than those of hybrid teas but are produced in large sprays that give a better floral
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effect in the garden. Floribundas are found in all hybrid tea colours and often with the classic, hybrid
tea-shaped blossom. Sometimes they differ from hybrid teas only in their cluster flowered habit. They are still
planted in large bedding schemes in public parks and suitable gardens. Grandifloras were somewhat popular
from circa into the s, but today they are much less popular than both hybrid teas and floribundas. Miniature
forms of repeat-flowering China roses were also grown and bred in China, and are depicted in 18th-century
Chinese art. Blooms come in all the hybrid tea colours; many varieties also emulate the classic high centred
hybrid tea flower shape. Miniature roses are often marketed and sold by the floral industry as houseplants, but
it is important to remember that these plants are largely descended from outdoor shrubs native to temperate
regions; thus, most miniature rose varieties require an annual period of cold dormancy to survive. Miniature
garden roses only grow in the summer. All aforementioned classes of roses, both Old and Modern, have
"climbing" forms, whereby the canes of the shrubs grow to be much longer and more flexible than the normal
"bush" forms. In the Old Garden Roses, this is often simply the natural growth habit; for many Modern Roses,
however, climbing roses are the results of spontaneous mutations. They also exhibit long, flexible canes, but
are usually distinguished from true climbers in two ways: Climbing and Rambling Roses are not true vines
such as ivy , clematis , and wisteria because they lack the ability to cling to supports on their own and must be
manually trained and tied over structures, such as arbors and pergolas. The original plant is claimed to be the
largest rose in the United Kingdom , and has climbed 50 feet high into a copper beech tree. Many cultivars
placed in other categories are simultaneously placed in this one. Roses classed as shrubs tend to be robust and
of informal habit, making them recommended for use in a mixed shrub border or as hedging. Development
started in the s by David Austin of Shropshire , England, who wanted to rekindle interest in Old Garden Roses
by hybridizing them with modern hybrid teas and floribundas. Austin mostly succeeded in his mission; his
tribe of "English" roses, now numbering hundreds of varieties, has been warmly embraced by the gardening
public and are widely available to consumers. David Austin roses are still actively developed, with new
varieties released regularly. The typical winter-hardiness and disease-resistance of the classic Old Garden
Roses has largely been compromised in the process; many English roses are susceptible to the same disease
problems that plague modern hybrid teas and floribundas, and many are not hardy north of USDA Zone 5.
They are called the Explorer series and the Parkland series. Examples of roses in the Explorer series are: In the
late 20th century, traditional hybrid tea and floribunda rose varieties fell out of favour with many gardeners
and landscapers, as they are often labour and chemical intensive plants susceptible to pest and disease
problems. So-called "landscape" roses also known as "ground cover" roses have thus been developed to fill the
consumer desire for a garden rose that offers colour, form and fragrance, but is also low maintenance and easy
to care for. Most have the following characteristics: Minimal pruning requirements Principal parties involved
in the breeding of new varieties include: Netherlands , and William Radler US. These combine characteristics
of larger miniature roses and smaller floribundasâ€”resulting in the rather loose classification "patio roses",
[25] called Minifloras in North America. Hessayon says the description "patio roses" emerged after Rose
breeders, notably Chris Warner in the UK and the Danish firm of Poulson under the name of Courtyard
Climbers have also created patio climbers, small rambler style plants that flower top-to-toe and are suitable for
confined areas. Cultivation[ edit ] In the garden, roses are grown as bushes, shrubs or climbers. Certain bush
hybrids and smaller shrubs may also be grown as "standards", which are plants grafted high typically 1 metre
or more on a rose rootstock, resulting in extra height which can make a dominant feature in a floral display.
Climbing roses are usually trained to a suitable support. Most roses thrive in temperate climates. Those based
on warm climate Asian species do well in their native sub-tropical environments. Certain species and cultivars
can even flourish in tropical climates, especially when grafted onto appropriate rootstocks. Most garden roses
prefer rich soil which is well-watered but well-drained, and perform best in well-lit positions which receive
several hours of sun a day although some climbers, some species and most Hybrid Musks will tolerate shade.
Standard roses require staking. Pruning[ edit ] Rose pruning , sometimes regarded as a horticultural art form,
is largely dependent on the type of rose to be pruned, the reason for pruning, and the time of year it is at the
time of the desired pruning. Most Old Garden Roses of strict European heritage albas, damasks, gallicas, etc.
Hence pruning is usually restricted to just removing weak and spent branches, plus light trimming if necessary
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to reduce overall size. China roses were evergrowing, everblooming roses from humid subtropical regions that
bloomed constantly on any new vegetative growth produced during the growing season. Their modern hybrid
descendants exhibit similar habits; unlike Old European Roses, modern hybrids bloom continuously until
stopped by frost on any new canes produced during the growing season. Again, because of their complex
China rose background, modern hybrids are typically not as cold hardy as European Old Garden Roses, and
low winter temperatures often desiccate or kill exposed canes. The annual "hard" pruning of hybrid teas and
floribundas is generally done in early spring. Deadheading[ edit ] This is the practice of removing any spent,
faded, withered, or discoloured flowers. Deadheading may also be performed for aesthetic purposes, if spent
flowers are unsightly. Any roses such as Rosa glauca or Rosa moyesii that are grown for their decorative hips
should not be deadheaded. List of rose diseases Roses are subject to several diseases. The main fungal diseases
affecting the leaves are rose black spot Diplocarpon rosae , rose rust Phragmidium mucronatum , rose
powdery mildew Sphaerotheca pannosa and rose downy mildew Peronospora sparsa. Stems can be affected by
several canker diseases, the most commonly seen of which is stem canker Leptosphaeria coniothyrium.
Diseases of the root zone include honey fungus Armillaria spp. Fungal leaf diseases affect some cultivars and
species more than others. On susceptible plants fungicidal sprays may be necessary to prevent infection or
reduce severity of attacks. Cultivation techniques may also be used, such as ensuring good air circulation
around a plant. Stem cankers are best treated by pruning out infection as soon as it is noticed. Root diseases
are not usually possible to treat once infection has occurred; the most practical line of defence is to ensure that
growing conditions maximise plant health and thereby prevent infection. Phytophthora species are waterborne
and therefore improving drainage and reducing waterlogging can help reduce infection. The main pest
affecting roses is the aphid greenfly , which sucks the sap and weakens the plant. In areas where they are
endemic Japanese beetles Popillia japonica take a heavy toll on rose flowers and foliage; rose blooms can also
be destroyed by infestations of thrips Thysanoptera spp. Roses are also used as food plants by the larvae of
some Lepidoptera butterfly and moth species; see list of Lepidoptera that feed on roses. Spraying with
insecticide of roses is often recommended but if this is done care is needed to minimize the loss of beneficial
insects; systemic insecticides have the advantage of only affecting insects which feed on the plants. Notable
rose growers[ edit ] See also: List of rose breeders Some rose growers are known for their particular
contributions to the field.
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